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Einladung zum Vortrag 
Compact Ultra-dense Object (CUDO) Impacts

What if there are `dark' matter meteor and asteroid-like bodies in the Universe?
Could some of them have collided with solar system bodies and the Earth?
CUDOs' high density of gravitating matter provides the distinct observable difference in the 
outcome of their collisions with rocky bodies, the surface-penetrating puncture, with only a 
fraction of the kinetic energy damaging the solid surface: the CUDO will practically always en-
ter the target body, and many will exit the body -- such impacts are `punctures'. CUDOs can be 
fragments of quark matter or made from TeV-scale dark matter particles. CUDOs cores can be 
enclosed by comets, providing unexpected stability of (some) of these objects on impact. I will 
argue that the hypothesis of a CUDO core helps resolve issues challenging the understanding 
of a few selected `recent' Earth impacts.
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